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About This Game

[Story]
With the development of science and technology,

a kind of robot slave is invented by humans. But one day,
the robots have started to fight for

their own nation with self consciousness after their cores are awaken.
But Yuka, an awaken robot, has decided to help humans terminate the robots' rebellion.

[About This Game]
This is a 2D Action Game with the following levels of difficulty:
Standard: Even those that are not used to action games can enjoy.

Advance: Intermediate Level.
Expert: Expert Level.

No Future: For the best of the best.

* Clothing has a durability parameter. Once it reaches 0, it will be broken.

* There are 8 usable characters, They each have their own individual battle styles.

* Develop your base, strengthen your machine, gain skills, improve your special attacks,
explore random dungeons and other such replayability full elements.
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* KAKIN Point System: You can use these points to unlocked features like "Unlimited Revives"
but you don't actually have to KAKIN (pay additional money)

(It's like a in game meta referring to out of game KAKIN style, pay to win play.)

[System]
* 8 usable characters (including YUKA). The characters in the main sample image.

Yuka / Rurumu / LittleSnow / W'SYS / Nashi / Forest / Jilelen /Rusu
Each with different kinds of weapons and play styles.

* Special Attack / Enhancement System.
When you defeat bosses you will receive Battle Chips that can be used to

gain new Special Abilities. Gain experience during battle to enhance.

[Voice Acting]
Yuka: Ritsuka Mizutani

Rurumu SatouShio
LittleSnow: Mimi Mikami
W'SYS: Ritsuka Mizutani
Nashi: Ritsuka Mizutani

Forest: SatouShio
Jilelen: Mimi Mikami

Rusu: Keito Tsuzuki / Ritsuka Mizutani
Furamu: Ritsuka Mizutani

Confirm system compatibility via the trial version.

==
History

==
2018/10/10 Ver1.01 Bug Fix

And we have something in our blog:
https://celusisstudio.blogspot.com/
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core awaken the yuka

Kingpin and Injector - Great up to Death Wish, helps rushing agains a horde of cops. It was designed to be used with
armor, obviously damaging armor while injected heals you, so the more armor and skills like Bullseye you have
equipped to keep armor always up, the more healing you can get from it. For the dodge players it's not much effective:
dodged damage doesn't count as damage taken = doesn't heal you, using it with suit is a suicide. Also having stacked
buffs of Reduced Damage Taken Forced Friendship Aced, Underdog Aced, Die Hard basic and etc. reduces healing as
well, so keep that in mind. On One Down Difficulty it's quite complicated to inject yourself in the right moment since
enemies shoots very random with fancy aimbot, plus the damage they inflict tears even ICTV armor in two seconds,
which means you can't keep armor all the time unless you are really good and patience player running between cover.
Also while injected, you can damage yourself in order to heal by shooting HE rounds or grenades on yourself. Overall
it is great perk, +80% HP +30% HP more if Partners in Crime Aced and having converted enemy, 518 total value,
+aggro, i would say it's more like Muscle 2.0 with your very own choice when you want to heal yourself.
Scarface character - charming, fearless and damn ruthless.
Little Friend 7.62 - It's like M308 with GL40 included, press 4 (LMG Bipod) to switch between them. Rifle can be
changed to single shot or auto fire. Only comes in handy with specific skills equipped, most people on high difficulties
using it with Body Expertise skill and Auto-Fire mod. Not suitable for crits, maximum concealment you can get with
this in suit and ghost skills is around 46. GL + Swan Song = easy room wipe, it shoots with the speed of Piglet GL.
Cons are low max ammo and ammo pickup, reloading takes some time to reload both rifle and GL, and the GL rounds
can't be modified to incendinary.
Melee - For fans of Alex and Ash, but the damage is too damn low.. I've played this a lot when it was just a Flash game
on the internet.
I'm so glad it made his way on Steam!
Lovely puzzle game with a cute little Snail named Bob ^^
You can unlock a lot of cute costumes like Raphael from TMNT and there are a lot of cute and awesome eastereggs in
the levels!
Just buy this awesome puzzle game! =D. We google play now?. Bad writing. Bad engine. Bad game.. Infinite jump and
very very very simple graphics and controllings - that's all about this game. way too boring to be worth your time. at
least port royale 2 lets you build your own city, not just 'contribute' to it as in Patrician 3. in my book a 35%. Free fun
for hockey fans.

Keep getting beat blocker side, dont bother handling the puck. You will knock it in your own goal :(. Don't let the stock
RM assets fool you, this is a surprisingly ambitious JRPG-style title that allows an impressive amount of character
customization in a well-realized world. If you remember the NES Final Fantasy and Dragon Quest installments fondly,
you'll find plenty to like here. Worth noting too is the extensive soundtrack covering a range of styles, from traditional
orchestral fare to prog metal!

A steal at the asking price.
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Can't even start the game. Very bad.... Like my first serious relationship: this game is as furstrating as it is rewarding!!

Great work mates!

And awesome meeting you at Game Dev Day Estonia today! :D. Bonjour

Une grosse daube bourrée de bug et ininteressant au possible, sensé être en version française... encore un beau mensonge.
A deconseiller fortement, perte d'argent et de temps.. Awesome game from my childhood.
Fantastic side scroller, got to have to rescue,
all those words. haha. Terrible...pretty much every other vehicle lags and glitches out during chases, the story missions are bad,
it's overall very confusing how to even play this crap. I've had good times with The Crew in the past but those days are gone :'(.
I'll be frank because I was really excited to see something like this on Steam, but in its current form, I don't see how the
developers could have put in any less effort to make this program approachable, or actually usable as a tool for composition and
performance. The menu system is absolutely terrible, with no explanation for how to set this up. I was able to get things working
because I have done quite a bit of work with OSC applications, but there is no way someone with any less experience would
have any hope of getting this thing connected and working. As well, there is no real menu, no options, no way to change network
settings after the initial setup. Seriously, how is someone supposed to actually use this if they can't edit the IP address's after the
fact? There isn't even a way to name save files, which doesn't actually matter because it didn't save the environment I made
anyways.

It does work, you can get OSC to stream from within the environment into MaxMSP, etc, and there are a lot of cool different
interfaces\/controls to choose from. There is a lot of potential here, but IMHO, in its current form it is completely useless.

. Like a lot of other reviews already, I've had the date of this game circled on my calendar ever since it was announced.

If you haven't bought this game, it's exactly what you'd expect of a Spiderweb Software title: very deep story and great gameplay
with old-school isometric graphics.

If you've never played a Spiderweb Software title, and this game looks interesting to you, try it out. Maybe even download the
demo from the developer's website. This game is the deepest of the three in the Avernum trilogy, and the world is absolutely
huge. If you like it, I'd recommend playing the trilogy in order.

I'm three hours in, but this is shaping up to be one of my favorite games of all time.. Not worth the aggrivation at any price
point. It's a very basic match 3 with a RPG "skin" and a few usable items to affect the play field, your "enemy" doesn't even
make any moves they just attack you if you match the wrong kind of gems.

Main problem is this game is not stable, every 10-15 minutes the game will freeze or crash to desktop, seem to happen in both
windowed mode and full screen mode. Maybe it work better on some systems, guess it's an older game but judging by the
forums I'm not the only one with this issue, ultimately the game is not worth trying to figure out what the problem is for me at
least, I'll just refund it myself before I pass the 2 hour mark. So would not reccomend it.

New Star Manager New patch available (1.1.0):
Version 1.1.0 adds BETA controller support for players using all language options.
Version 1.1.0 also contains a fix for users of Radeon graphics cards who were encountering missing graphics (white screens).
. New patch available (1.0.1):
Just one fix for this patch. Should be a fix for the plain screen on boot. If you are still having problems, please let us know.. 
New patch available (1.0.3):
Version 1.0.3 contains a graphical update with a higher-fidelity game world.
It also contains BETA support for controllers/gamepads.

Please use the Steam discussion forum or contact us via support@newstargames.com or "New Star Soccer" on Facebook to let
us know how we can improve the game's controller support.

PLEASE NOTE: Controller support is currently only available for users who are playing using the English language option.
Controller support for other languages will follow in a future update.
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